ISSUE ELEVEN
Monday night saw once
The pretence that is shown in and that the moderate
again an act of terror
the media that we are all
Muslims condemn these
upon our own country, an united against terror is
attacks, I'm sure there are
attack that has hit us hard
rubbish, we have no choice individual Muslims who are
but yet we seem to be doing but to carry on it has nothing peaceful and cherry pick the
nothing. It seems that after to do with being united it's
verses in the Quran which to
every attack we light candles not knowing what else to do. follow but it must be
hold a vigil give poems and They can put our kids on the understood that Islam as a
stand together and then we game, rape and defile them, whole is intolerant and violent
all go quietly back to normal they can kill our kids and all and encourages people to do
doing nothing to stop these we do is hold a vigil to make what is being done today. We
things from happening. Like it better.
have to face the facts that we
many of you I want action, I
are at war with Islam because
need action and not out of
our way of life and our
any racist belief or hatred but
democratic system with all its
because we need action to
faults stands in the way of its
stop these evil dogs from
total submission and
doing what they do. We
subjugation of our people. I
should have troops out on the
like the following words that
streets, we should have police
were stated yesterday, I have
carrying guns but you can bet
tried to be as accurate as I
that after a week or two
can with the quote but I think
unless something horrible
its essence is what is most
happens again our nation will
important to us today.
slip back in to normality once
"Try as they might, the
again and right this off as just
terrorist dogs couldn’t snuff
another single, extremist with
out all the light in the world
views that no one else has.
on Monday night and its this
To
those
who
carry
out
these
This has to change. I want to
light that leads the way
see them dragged out their horrible attacks we are weak forward. Western society
houses and places of worship, we have no backbone and
faces the reality of two
this is something that has got
I want to see those who
futures do we cower to a
sympathise or support these to change. We need to ask
zealously religious ideology
ourselves
when
will
it
end?
dogs dragged out of their
that demands subjugation
I am like you sick to the back
homes and made to stand
without compromise an
accountable for their crimes. teeth of being told that these ideology that thinks nothing
so called men are extremists
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of murdering innocent people, and Belgian terrorist we
the harm it is doing to our
an ideology that demands we allowed to travel and escape country. Its time we stopped
perform ridicules Olympic
freely between European
greeting a violent sexist
feats of denial and deny our nations due to the E.U's policyideology as if it has any place
own well-being? Or de we
of open boarders. Can anyone in our modern way of life.
drop all pretence leave aside blame us for wanting out of Unless we want our children
political correctness and
such a disastrous experiment. to take up a fight that we
refuse to be enslaved by the This year terror attacks have seem to lack the courage to
indulgence of our own
been carried out every nine or finish, take action now, speak
misplaced compassion. Some so days. To people who think out stand tall and fight for
hearts and minds can be
it is bigoted and racist to talk your people and your country
changed but these dogs are about securing our boarders I because you'd better believe
beyond the reaches of love, say take you locks of your
the terrorists are fighting for
reason or logic there is no
doors remove the fences
it.
diplomacy with anyone who around your gardens and
Although not all of this
celebrates tearing apart
your houses remove the
monologue is mine and mine
anyone with ball bearings,
alarm stickers off your doors alone I think it states what
nails and screws. Such people and windows remove the
we are all thinking deep
must be exterminated from of alarms and locks on your
down. We need to take
the face of the earth in such a cars, don't be racist
action, we need to stand tall
fashion that people a
hypocritical bigots with an
we need to fight. We need a
millennia later will tell stories obsession on keeping people leader who will put our
about the brutality that awaits out. For those that have
country first above the wills of
such dogs. A God that calls placed the popularity of terror modern political correctness
for the murder of innocent
groups above and ahead of we need a leader who places
people is a weak and
the security of your own
Britain first. The sad truth is
impotent God. Make these
country, look at the faces of we want get that leader, we
dogs feel the wrath of the
those killed on Monday night, haven't got that leader and
west. We didn't start this war look at the youngest Safi
we will continue to pander to
but we should and can end it. Rose Roussos and ask
the Muslims and their wicked
A country a society that can yourself if it was all worth it. warped religion until its all
not protect its children is a
Little kids now live in fear, we lost. We know that there are
doomed country . Our
all live in fear is it worth it,
many parts of our country
intelligence agencies tell us was it all worth it? Where are that are no go areas that we
that over 3500 potential
all the moderates of Islam,
can not and do not dare to go
terrorists 400 ISIS fighters
why do always here from so into at night in fear of our
have reported back to our
few of them where are you lives, we know that there are
country from Syria this year all? Why are we so afraid to people who wish to do us
alone. The Stockholm terrorist ask these questions are there harm who see us a easy prey
was a an Asylum seeker from enough moderates to make a who see our children as easy
Uzbekistan the attempted
change are there enough so targets. We know that many
attack in Austria this year was called moderate Muslims who of our young girls have been
carried out by a migrant the condemn these attacks. Its treated unbelievably by these
Antwerp attack in March was time we stood up and took
veil dogs, yet we do nothing.
carried out by a Tunisian
action its time we stood up to We continue as a nation to do
migrant and all of the attacks terrorism and those that
nothing and events like those
have all been carried out my commit its time we stood up that happened on Monday
Muslim men weather home to political correctness and all night will happen again and
grown or here with or without
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more frequently unless we as its to late it will have done its single person who has
a people get up off our knees job. This war is about Islam, strapped or thought about
and stand a fight. As a
it is a war against evil. I don’t strapping a bomb to
movement we need to do thatthink we have yet woken up themselves or a child or
same, we need to stand up to to the realisation of what
blowing someone up, or who
these vile, evil dogs and their we’re up against. We’re up
silently stands by and says,
evil vile religion and let them against people who are not “Well, they kind of deserved
know that we are still in the fighting a war the way we
it,” that is an Islamist.
fight.
fights a war. We as a nation Its time to stand up, its time
This problem will not be
have rules of engagement in to fight, its time to ask
solved overnight but it can be war. ISIS has none. This is a ourselves is this the future we
solved if we have the courage fight, because they hate our want for ourselves and our
to solve it. I fear that our
lifestyle, because they hate families? Is this the country
political elites do not want to our freedoms, because of the we want? Is this how we
face this problem for fear of things that we are. They fight want to remember those that
losing their place in society. I because they believe their
have been killed? Action
fear that we as a people do God commands them to fight needs to be taken. The time
not face the fight because of us because of who we are. An for vigils is over. The time for
the tags and labels we will be Islamist is living in the third candle lighting is passed, its
given. I have faced this
century. An Islamist believes time we dragged these people
myself, I have worried about that they can take your
out of their homes and placed
my family and what people children and use them as
of worship and made them
will say about me if I stand slaves, use them as sexual
pay for what they have done.
up for what I know is right. I objects, use Christian children I hope we act before its to
have been found wanting in for their organs. There’s a lot late. If there is anything I
many areas of my love for
of news that you don’t get. want to see this movement
this country but I know that And there’s a lot of news that do its stand up to Islam and
unless I fight my children will frankly none of us want to
the Muslim world because we
condemn me for not doing so hear. But by poking our head might very well be the only
when our society falls and it is in the sand and thinking that movement that does so, the
real danger of doing so unless somehow or another by
only movement that stands
we face this fight.
changing our language, by
up for our children and our
I believe that all those people being more politically correct, culture, the only movement
who have been killed have
that this is going to be solved, that says what others do not
been killed for no other
is a mistake. It is foolish and want to say and do what
reason than believing in a
will get us all killed. We have other do not want to do. If
fairytale, something that does to understand that in their
we are to be the only ones
not exist. They went about
twisted ideology, they believe then let us stand firm and fast
their lives believing that our that Allah gives them the
to that conclusion and be as
society was safe and that we right to slaughter the infidel our father of old, bold and
mattered to those in power. I so don't tell me this is not a courageous in the face of evil.
am saddened beyond words fight against Islam or the
that innocent lives have been Muslim people, it is a very
TOM MITFORD
taken again because of that real fight. The truth is, this
lie, a lie that has been told
has a everything to do with
time and time again. If this Islam. The truth is that every
horrible act does nothing
Muslim, every Islamist is a
more than wake us up before potential terrorist. Every
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THE PERTH AGREEMENT

The call to build a real
Hate speech is not the
peoples army has resulted same as speaking the
in a planned 'unity'
truth. The truth can make
meeting taking place in
people uncomfortable and, if
Scotland. Representatives it's something that people
from RWR, BNP, SDL, SD and don't want to hear, it can lose
BM have been invited to a
you friends, cause members
meeting with NBU leader Garyof your family to turn away
Raikes to discuss working
from you and even get you
together under the flash and into trouble with the law. The
circle of British fascism. The thing is though, in spite of all
outcome of these talks in
that, it's no less true. Political
Scotland will pave the way for Islam is not compatible with
similar meetings across the western values. It is simply
UK. This is the first step in
the truth. It runs counter to
removing the dead hand of every value we hold as
the old guard that is
important in our society. We
preventing progress and
cannot accommodate it any
change in the movement.
more. That is the truth. This
Patriots demand unity, it is up month one Muslim blew 22
to us all to deliver it or get
people to bits, one was 8
out of the way of those that years old. He sent iron nails
will.
through her little body in the
A full report will be in the
name of his religion. Political
next issue of The Blackshirt. Islam is not compatible with
western values. That is the

truth. And of course we have
our political and community
leaders come out and say we
must all carry on as usual and
that we won't be broken by
this. But that's an easy thing
to say when you have a 24
hour security detail and you
live in some leafy upper
middle class area or a gated
community somewhere. For
the rest of us we have to
carry on despite the facts that
48% of British Muslims would
not report a person linked to
terror, one third of young
British Muslims support killing
for Islam, one third of all
British Muslims believe that
apostates should be killed and
61% of all British Muslims
believe in the death penalty
for homosexuals. Political
Islam is not compatible with
western values. This is the
truth.
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RALLY TO THE BANNER

Message: Hello, I am a long before completing it due to my
views, I now work as a door
distance lorry driver from
A selection of
supervisor.
Scotland. I have been
messages from joining following the truth movement I'm very active in my
forms this week....
since i was a teenager. The community and have the
rabbit hole has led me down potential (as I have done in
may paths, i.e the Illuminati, the past) to spread the
message far and wide.
Freemasons, Zionist
Rothschild, satanic elites
worshipping Satan even the
actual shape of the earth and Sejr Forster
lies from NASA. coming
across many great men i was Message: Heard about it
from a mate, I stand with
told about in school, Tesla
being the biggest. Now I find your views. We have hope
that one day Britain can be as
myself starting to see the
world for what it is, a matrix great as it was long ago.
Together we can all make a
run by Zionist devil
difference. The government is
worshippers and from my
weak and corrupt. And I shall
research Hitler was a man
not sit idly by whilst our once
trying to stop what is
great Empire destroys itself.
EXACTLY happening now!!
The money the media,
politics, everything is run by Joshua Butler
them. history is repeating
itself. Now my eyes are awake Message: I have recently
and I see the world for what been introduced to the New
it really is i want to meet like British Union and strongly
minded people who up to a believe in your attempt to
few months back I probably bring unity to the various
nationalist factions within the
would never have even
looked into. i will look forward United Kingdom. I see no
other option for the future of
to a reply. Thanks.
Message: You have an
our people other than that of
amazing cause and I really
the nationalist ideal and i am
Alasdair Newlands.
want to get involved i feel as
willing to do whatever i can
if this country has gone down Message: I'm am Ex
for that vision to be
hill drastically and could use a member of National Action
recognised. My reading of the
party like this to set them
party constitution has only
now looking for a new
straight again. I am 100%
organisation to help bring a solidified my faith in your
with anything this party wants new age in Britain, I've been movement
me to do. I hope to rise
a part of the Nationalist
through the ranks
movement since age 13. I did Jonal
Ethan Patterson
basic training in Catterick
Garrison to become infantry
but was then discharged
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Message: Hello, I am an
Message: I want to be a
Message: Always been a
English by Blood and French dedicated member of the
loyalist, always was keen on
by soil History student in
N.B.U. because i want real
national socialism from seeing
southern France. I write this people govern and not bent what Germany got out of it,
E-mail as an offer to help how politicians in charge of how have quite a keen interest in
ever I can the NBU and its
we should bend over and take men like Sir Oswald Mosley,
members. I am personally fed multi-culture just because
and would like to learn more
up with the political climate they dare not bring up race about the party and what we
and nihilism in this country. I and immigration i blame
can to to bring our country
live in a Town 33%
Edward Heath for this on 21st back on its feet again!
Communist, without counting April 1968 before I was born
Joel Carson
the Anarchists. My university as he sacked Enoch Powell
is 51% Marxist (counting in that day. And also to work as
all the commie
best as i possibly can for the
denominations). Being a big good of our great country
admirer of Sir Oswald Mosley Great Britain and our kin folk.
i wish to help your group how
ever I can, for i feel it is my I've not worked for 15 years
duty as a Briton by blood to except 3 weeks agency work
at least offer my help to try to as they are more willing to
save Europe and its peoples give an immigrant the job and
from this cultural and racial they can't even speak the
suicide. Being in France, and Queens English,I am prepared
to do door knocking,
working when i can for the
JFN (young national front) i propaganda sorting or looking
can help with any information after head quarters or
that you need about France, compounds if you have them
Mostly socially, and politically. even making the tea if that's
I try to document for myself what it takes to help build our
cause free of charge or just
the actions of the local
Anarcho-Anti Fascist groups food and a roof over my head
around my town (Montpellier, i am that dedicated to help in
any way possible.
The Capital of the South),
This documentation is
Message: Your call for unity
yours sincerely
comprised of Photos of the
has made me join the
various propaganda posters,
movement its time patriots
Michael R Rees.
context and meaning
faced up to the truth, we
included, and joining in into
have to do things in a
some of the meeting held,
different way, a smarter way
such as the NPA (antiand NBU is it.
capitalist Party) and the local
"étudiant Communist" and
Andy Swanson
S.C.U.M.
Best regards : H.Treharne
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HAVE YOUR SAY

constituents’ enemies and the BUF councillor in 1938.
atmosphere of the best club F.B. Price-Heywood elected to
in the country, very quickly
Grasmere Council, Cumbria in
rob a people’s champion of 1953 for Mosley's Union
his vitality and fighting
Movement.
power”.

The BUF entered electoral
Robert Saunders of UM
politics in London in 1937,
elected to Dorset County
fighting six London County
Council post-war. (He was
Council seats, where they
also a prominent National
averaged 19% of the vote.
Farmers' Union official).
This was particularly
impressive because only
Harold Soref a member of
householders were entitled to British Union elected as
vote in the LCC elections,
Conservative Member of
Dear editor
which ruled out the BUF’s
Parliament for Ormskirk in
many
younger
supporters.
An
1970. (He was also a leading
Mosley turned his back on
even
better
result
was
the
member of the right-wing,
parliamentary democracy as a
victory
of
a
British
Union
anti-immigration Conservative
rejection of the type of men it
candidate
in
the
heart
of
rural
Monday Club. Mosley
produced. Party politics
Suffolk.
Emphasising
the
encouraged Fascist infiltration
drained any fight or true
BUF’s
plans
to
revive
of the Conservative Party).
idealism from those who
agriculture,
Ronald
Creasey
entered the corridors of
Major Jocelyn Lucas a BUF
was elected to Eye District
Westminster. They became
member in 1935, elected as
corrupted immediately they Council.
Conservative MP for
engaged in the rules and
Portsmouth South in 1939.
Mosley's pre-war and postrituals of a chamber full to
war movements did win a few
the brim with windbags,
Carol Wells
elections to public office:
sycophants and those
hesitant to act against the
Captain Bentinck-Budd
system.
elected to Worthing Council in
1934 as a BUF councillor. (He
In his book,Tomorrow We
Live, he wrote, “Many a good wore his full Blackshirt
revolutionary has arrived at uniform to council meetings).
Westminster roaring like a
lion, only a few months later
to be cooing as the tame
dove of his opponent. The
bar, the smoking room, the
lobby, the dinner tables of his

Commander Charles Hudson
elected to Bognor Regis
Council in the 1930s as a BUF
councillor.
Sydney Crossland elected as a
BUF councillor in Sussex
during the 1930s.
Ronald Creasy elected to Eye
Borough Council, Suffolk as a
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SPECIAL FEATURE

passed us down to the front about England being
swamped by immigrants
WORDS FROM GRANVILLE so we could see better.
causing a housing shortage, a
They were teasing us, telling crisis in the hospitals and
us that their centre forward wages being kept low. Now it
seems that Prime Minister
was a very big man who
Derek Dooley was no
would scare our half backs to May is dragging her feet on
match for big Norman!
this. Remember companies in
death.
the EU need to keep trading
Having read the interesting
We kept quiet till the teams with us and will not want to
article about Derby County in
throw away our markets.
came out and, of course,
the 1950s and thereabouts, it
Norman Nielsen towered
reminded me of watching the
We can sort out trading deals
above Derek Dooley.
Rams weird defeat at home
with coutries such as the
6-1 to Boston United but
USA, Brazil, India and all the
It was all good natured
more so the mention your
banter. I forget the result but Commonwealth nations and
writer made of Norman
I know Derek Dooley suffered the rest of Europe as well as
Neilsen, Derby's big South
Russia. One further point the
a serious injury to his leg
African centre half.
Office for National Statistics
later in his career.
recently reported that already
Not long after the end of the
390,000 EU nationals from
They were innocent times.
war, when I was still at
16-year-olds to 64-year-old
Nether Heage County Primary
are now out-of-work and can
Granville V Stone
School and about 10 year old,
claim tax-payer funded
I went up to Sheffield on a
If I was a member of any handouts such as job seekers'
train from Ambergate Station
allowance, child benefit, child
club, say a golf club or a
with three friends.
miners' welfare, which I am tax credits or sickness
benefits.
not, and decided to leave I
I only remember the name of
would go to whoever the right
one, Keith Yarnell. Keith lived
Granville V Stone
person was and say
near me and was about a
something along the lines of;
year older and already at
I am leaving today and you Some days I feel really
grammar school. I believe.
lucky to live in this part of
will get no more subs and
your agreements and ruls will the Amber Valley in
Yes, in those days, lads as old
no longer be accepted by me, Derbyshire. A couple of
as that could travel about
Sundays ago on my usual
you can like it or lump it.
quite freely, not like today.
walk to Crown Inn here on
Sleetmoor I walked through
This should have been the
We found our way to
my own garden with bluebells
way for Theresa May to
Hillsborough to watch the
and white and pink ones out,
Rams against Wednesday and approach the European
apple blossom on the tree my
Union. Most of us who voted
we four stood amongst
grandson, Ciarán, grew from
to leave, and those like me
crowds of Wednesday fans
a core years since, magnolia
who, despite seeing us in our who campaigned and voted still in bloom. Down Azalea
for leaving the European
black and white scarves,
Avenue through our little
Union, were mostly bothered
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estate and up the jinnell on to Deutschschweiz trying to
purse from her handbag and
Sleetmoor Lane. Then
speak Baseldytsch I suppose I kept £40 of her money.
past the fields and Sleetmoor can understand Maz rather
not coming to Crown!
One of the Bulgarians had
Wood and the houses with
three three previous
more flowers and trees.
Stopped two or three times to Well done Maz but you could convictions for thieving from a
person and the other one had
chat to folks I know working nip in every now and then!
been cautioned for a similar
on their gardens, which helps
Wesan ge hale,
offence.
me as my COPD, relatively
mild though it is welcomes a
They are obviously not
break in the half mile walk. I Granville V Stone
working as one of them said
reached the pub ordered my
she needed the money for
pint of mild and awaited the
food. Believe it or not they
others getting there. Once
were both on bail at the time
again Maz missed our little
- for trying to steal a purse
Sunday dinner time
from an old person in the
gathering, four times then.
north of England.
Still Mick Riley and Frank
came.
What did the judge decide?
He gave them a 12-month
On the Wednesday dinner
prison sentence, suspended
time I was in Crown again
for two year, 20 days
and mentioned to Dave
rehabilitation activity and 120
Webster that we had not seen
hours of unpaid work!
our friend Maz for a month.
Dave said something along
Very little for frightening the
the lines ofYes Gran it's a bit
old lady so much that she
odd that Maz [who is only in
cannot sleep and has
his 40s ] would rather spend
England
must
be
the
nightmares when she does!
his Sundays with a very
laughing
stock
of
the
Oh, and the judge said that if
pretty, younger woman out in
they do not behave they
his Alfa Romeo than he would world, especially amongst
foreigners
coming
to
live
would be deported.
sit in Crown supping ale with
here,
if
not
to
work
here
too.
three or four old blokes. Most
Surely they should have been
odd! Well when I think about
The
recent
case
of
the
two
imprisoned as a deterrent for
it hearing us all talking about
Bulgarian
women
found
guilty
others and then sent back to
Brexit, immigration and who
of
stealing
from
a
76-year-old
Bulgaria once their sentence
we'd deport including many
woman
in
Derby
is
a
case
in
was served.
born here; then Mick Riley
and me on about if our team, point, "Pickpockets to be
deported unless they stop
Roll on the day when we can
Mansfield Town [Stags],
stealing"
[D/T
March
16th].
really control our borders and
would get in the League Two
keep such lowlifes as these
play off's [they didn't] or even
After
following
the
woman
out.
Frank and me talking about
into
Iceland
they
took
the
when we, over 50 year since,
Granville V Stone
lived and worked in
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must transcend, because
order, family, folk and faith
party politics are merely
and a multi-polar world,
banter and no action. Party
which means that we
politics and democracy (within
acknowledge the existence of the left-right spectrum) are
different kinds of civilisations designed to keep us divided.
and we do not want any of
A nation divided is a nation
these civilisations to submit to open to foreign rule. No more
a global one. The key to
shall we be cast into the dark,
fighting against the end-goal no more shall we submit to
of a global government, is to their lies. We shall revolt
make sure unique civilisations against the modern world!
with their own particular
histories and way of life keep This page is a work in
progress and and we will
existing.
focus ourselves on a variety
The terms left and right-wing of topics, ranging from
have become useless and are current events and politics, to
actually distracting us. How fascist theories/ideologies, to
philosophy and social
We are a group consisting of many right-wingers these
European traditionalists and days are nothing more than commentary, to European
nationalists. We have created false opposition, only there to cultures and customs, and
give us hope, to keep
last but not least, historical
this group to enlighten as
events and characters.
many people as we can about controlling us instead of
letting
us
rise
in
the
what is going on in Europe.
Europe lives and marches on!
We stand for unity between revolutionary current. How
the peoples of Europe, from many so called ‘right-wing
north to south, and from east nationalists’ are actually
to west. Our goal is to ensure globalists and supporters of
Israel? How many so called
our survival, which is only
possible if we work together ‘right-wing parties’ want to
on achieving these goals, thusintegrate non-Europeans into
it is of utmost importance to our countries instead of
seek a common ground and liberating our countries from
understanding between us as them? Don’t be fooled by
Europeans. We cannot afford such parties and people, you
to fight between each other know very well that
integration means mixing with
any more.
us which will result in our
We reject modernity,
replacement. We must resist!
liberalism, communism,
It is time to speak up, to
American imperialism,
Zionism, so called democracy, wake up from this comatose
capitalism and globalism. In state of being and to face the
fact, we stand for the exact truth. Left-right politics are
opposite of these dangerous only relevant in a democracy,
values. We stand for tradition, something that we absolutely
Welcome to the New
European Reconquista
(NER).
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LEADERS MESSAGE

The very thought sends the Render unto Caesar the
things that are Caesars
We are a fighting race, and it democratic lilies grey with
terror.
“Brutality”,
they
cry,
is a good thing we are,
because empires are not built “The lights are going out all A crisis is at hand in the
over Europe once again”. But religious life of Britain and
by weak minded liberal
other European countries,
pacifists. But the political elite we know another grim
refuse to recognise the fact, prophecy, that every previous which will probably result in a
religious revolution of far
and hide it behind a mask of civilisation has grown sick
greater importance than the
lies and deceit. They feed the inside and has been
upheaval of the sixteenth
British lion on a diet of milk, overwhelmed by barbarian
hordes
in
a
sea
of
blood
and
century.
babies food and watered
bread. The unfortunate beast plunder.
NBU believe that the fate
To the interested observer it
is asked to forget his own
which struck down all others must be evident that the
epic story and snarl
majority of people are
condemnation, like a senile, can be avoided only by
resolute
action,
to
clean
becoming indifferent to the
weak-minded old man, at the
civilisation from the inside.
leadership of the Christian
acts of other less deadly
Healthy cultures do not fall. churches, or in many cases
creatures of the jungle.
Civilisation must retain its
actively hostile to them, and
virility if it is to live; if it grows yet it would not be true to say
weak and degenerate then it that they are drifting towards
has always been overirreligious positions. The
whelmed under a flood of
greatest disaster that could
barbarian invasion which,
happen to this country would
after centuries of chaos
be a permanent antagonism
revitalises it and a civilisation between the State and the
arises where the old one died. Christian religion, and it is the
Fascism, with its intolerance fear of that eventuality that is
of decay and ill health will
keeping hundreds of devout
give the necessary injection people from sharing in the
of virility and health which
political ideas of British
shall prevent the death of the Fascism. They are suspicious
of any movement that
But somewhere in the back of civilisation of the west.
emphasises the sovereignty of
his mind, among all the liberal
Join
us
today
and
help
spread
the State because they have
propaganda something is
the British Fascist message of seen conflicts in other
beginning to stir. He hears
hope to our embattled
countries between the
Drakes drum, throbbing its
people, rally around the ’Flash political and religious
harsh awakening roll in his
and Circle’ flag of the New
authorities and have not been
ears. The lion yawns,
British
Union
and
become
able to discover the real
stretches, raises one mighty
paw to strike the political elite part of the cure, let ‘people causes of those struggles.
into the dust…and off to rule not politicians’ be your battle
In a Fascist State should such
his heritage once more as it cry!
a conflict arise it would be the
should be ruled.
Gary Raikes
Church’s fault or rather the
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fault of the Ecclesiastical
makes them doubly tragic.
NEW FASCIST BLOGS
Authorities.
There is nothing at all to
Fascism is in fact based upon prevent the most ardent
BRITISH GUARDIAN - New
one of the direct commands Fascist who puts ‘Britain First’
British Fascist Historical
of Jesus Christ; render unto politically from applying the
Archive blog
Caesar the things that are
same principle to his religion
Caesars. This admonition
and putting ‘God First’
http://britishguardian.blogspot
clearly indicates that Christ ethically.
.co.uk/
allowed and acknowledged
the earthly authority of those One would think that the
to whom he permits the
devoutly religious person
government of his peoples in would see the futility of
this world. He became as the multiculturism. The nations of
Bible says, ‘obedient unto the the world do not keep step in
law for man’. After all,
the march of civilisations
Christianity should teach good progress; such a state of
and loyal service to the
harmony is not likely to obtain
earthly State as the best
in this world except through
means of training the soul for the influence of religion.
Well worth a visit to brush up
good and loyal service to the
spiritual kingdom of the King But that does not hinder each on the history of our
of Kings.
nation from ordering its own movement.
political affairs in its own way,
When a prejudiced clergy
and patriotism does not
condemn Fascism in any form oppose or exclude Christian The BRITISH UNION FOR
they are damning one of the internationalism. The Fascist ANIMAL DEFENCE (BUAD)
is a pressure group led by a
most powerful forces, which is the true internationalist,
could support the
because he seeks above all to Council of British, Irish and
European Patriots dedicated
fundamental principles of true make his own nation an
to peacefully campaigning for
religion. Fascism is not out to efficient, prosperous, and
render to Caesar the things contented unit in the nations higher standards of animal
welfare and against man's
that are Gods. It minds its
of the world.
own business, which is the
Britain, prosperous and well cruelty to our animal friends.
good government of the
governed is far more likely to
https://www.blogger.com/prof
earthly State, for the
be beneficial to her
corporate welfare of the
neighbours, and far less likely ile/02857341686616342323
community.
to be anyone’s enemy.
Moreover, Fascism teaches
The Spiritual leaders should the necessity and importance
do the same in their own
of sacrifice in the interests of
great sphere. The Church
ones country. And the
must mind her own business, principle of sacrifice is the
which is a spiritual or ungreat foundation stone of the
earthly work for the welfare Christian religion.
of souls. Church and State
wars are nearly always
Rev. A. Palmer
unnecessary, a fact which
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